Abstract: Neuronal compartment models are a basic and often used method to investigate the effect of electrical stimulation on the cell. As the outcome of the model heavily depends on the cells morphology and its position relative to the electrode, a realistic representation of the cell structure and its variations is of great importance. A method is presented which allows the quick and easy creation of a three dimensional neuron morphology on the basis of a single two dimensional image. Basic properties of this morphology like local diameters, cell size or the amount of branching can easily be changed.
Introduction
Many modelling studies of external cell stimulation are concerned with recruitment order and how this order depends on the shape of target neurons and their position relative to the stimulating electrode. From the activation function concept it is known that axons are the most excitable elements and therefore they are in most cases the first candidates to be stimulated [1] . The following features are important indicators for spike initiation sites: (i) spatial change of the electrical field, (ii) large fibre diameter and (iii) strong fiber curvature. The distance of the neuronal segment to the tip of a microelectrode and the curvature of the neuron are examples where thresholds of different morphologies can essentially differ. One example where this might be of importance are electrically stimulated skin receptors where strong changes of the electric field are located below the edges of surface electrodes. Because of the curvature feature (iii), receptors in the hairy and glabrous skin are stimulated in a different way as the course of the nerve fibers is sinuous and winding in glabrous skin, but straight and stretched in the hairy skin (comp Fig. 5 . in [2] ). Another example are microelectrodes in retinal implants where the high resolution needed for visual perception requires relatively small electrode dimensions and close proximity to the cells [3] [4] . Three dimensional cell structures are normally acquired by applying one of the several 3D tracing methods. While creating very realistic morphologies these methods are time consuming and require a high amount of expertise and laboratory equipment. When building a neuron compartment model, one is faced with the question whether morphological variations in the stim- 
Methods
Several sources on the internet provide a variety of three dimensional neuron geometries. But these databases still only cover a relatively small amount of different neuron types and seldom a greater number of neurons of one type. In many cases one either has to settle for completely artificial morphologies or 2D-geometries based on images gained by immunostaining or similar methods. We developed a program in Matalab which allows us to generate a 3D cell geometry based on a 2D image (publication in preparation). For this, the position and size of the compartments is defined on basis of the 2D image. The missing third dimension is then computed using confined, normally distributed random values. This method enables us to create a variety of different cell morphologies while keeping the characteristics included in the 2D image. This makes it possible to quickly analyze the impact a change in a certain feature would have. The approach is demonstrated by using a passive model of the electrically stimulated cone bipolar cell which is found in the retina. The electrical potential during stimulation was calculated using the finite element method (FEM). In a second step the cells membrane potential was calculated using a compartment model implemented in Matlab [6] .
Results
Retinal bipolar cells (BPC) and their structure have been studied thoroughly [5] [7] but little 3D-data has been made available. In spite of their very simple structure, 9-12 different BPC have been identified in the mammalian retina. To investigate the impact of different synaptic and dendritic branching, multiple cell structures with a randomized third dimension where generated and only little change in the model outcome was found. Figure 2 shows the structure of a typical BPC and three variations of the randomized third dimension. Variations of the axon diameter resulted in slightly slower depolarization for thicker axons. While a change in soma size by +20% to -20% did not result in any changes. The main morphological difference in between BPC types is the axon length and with that, the location of branching in the inner nuclear layer [5] . The shorter cells being OFF type and the longer ON type cells. Figure 1 shows the difference in the outcome of a ON and OFF type cell model. The length of the ON type axon was stepwise reduced. At 20% of it's original size, the model output closely matched that of an OFF type cell resulting in the conclusion that the difference in activation is caused by the different axon length. This might be of interest for the development of retinal implants where a selective activation of ON and OFF cells is desirable.
Discussion
The influence of morphological changes on the response of an electrically stimulated retinal bipolar cell is discussed as an example for the approach of reconstructing 3D cell geometries on the basis of a 2D image. In this example, the difference in depolarization of synaptic terminals between ON and OFF type cells is found to be caused by the difference in axon length. Other structural variations have also been considered and found to have only a minor impact on the model outcome. While only demonstrated on one type of cell this approach should offer a quick and easy way to qualitatively analyze the influence of morphological parameters or variations found in 2D representations of any cell.
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